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Applying Technology

Desire good process control?
Try a systems approach
By Dan P. Dumdie

(First of a two-part series)

Carefully designed
regulatory systems
can be competitive
with newer, more

. complex digital
control algorithms.
AI.example is pulp
consistency control
during blend~ _

Going back to basics and paying close atten-
tion to detail can make regulatory controls high-
ly competitive with newer, more complex digital
control algorithms.
These newer methods are often difficult to

implement, hard to understand, and sometimes
impossible to maintain. Moreover, they are rarely
needed in the process industries when compared
with well-designed basic regulatory systems.
To demonstrate this fact, we will review good

process and control design fundamentals by
examining an application common to all indus-
tries, blending and mixing of two process
streams. The pulp and paper industry commonly
uses this application for consistency control. This
is done by blending dilution water with a pulp
slurry, a process that can be modeled using a
material balance. Consistency is the weight per-
centage of dry fiber in the water/fiber slurry:
Another more general industrial application.is

to blend hot and cold process streams for tem-
perature control. This process can be modeled
using both a material and an energy balance.
Although these two processes have different con-
trolled variables, they are analogous; both are
examples of blending and, therefore, are very
similar from a process control standpoint.

Furthermore, it is possible to control consis-
tency or temperature using any of the feedback,
cascade, ratio, or feedforward algorithms. This
raises several questions: Which control method is
best? How is each method evaluated? Which
method is most cost-effective? How does one
determine the method to use for a given applica-
tion? These questions are frequently asked in
process control, and invariably the answers are
qualitative.

Control alternatives available
This two-part series answers these questions

from a more quantitative viewpoint. TWQvery
different approaches to control system design and
analysis will be examined: first, design by intu-
ition, an approach used by many engineers that
draws ftom their.experience and training, next,
design by analysis, a systems approach 'using
material and energy balance equations to deter-
mine. the best control strategy. These two meth-
ods will be compare by outlining me advantages
and disadvantages of each for several specific
applications.
Once a control rnethedfis selected,-the-sys- - -

terns approach can be taken one step further to
aid in tuning. The same material and energy bal-
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measurements. Similarly, too much mix time can
produce excessive dead time, resulting in poor
control. The solution to this dilemma lies in the
transport piping design. A highly turbulent sec-
tion of pipe immediately downstream of the
pump is necessaryfor mixing, and this is followed
by a settling or stilling section to achieve near-
laminar flow just upstream of the consistency
transmitter. To achieve reasonable control, the
combined dead time for both sections should be
less than 10 seconds. Experience shows, however,
that a design incorporating a 2- to 4-second total
dead time for both mixing and settling will pro-
vide an outstanding blend control system.
For important control loops, it can be advan-

tageous to recycle some furnish back to the stor-
age tank (Figure 1B). This will ensure adequate
flows when furnish demand is significantly
reduced. For example, nominal furnish flows to
the paper machine (design loads) will provide
good mixing, small dead times, and excellent
control with a properly designed process.
However, when flows to the machine are turned
down, poor control, even at optimum tuning,
can result if a recycle line is not used.
The process in Figure 1A is a good design

because itdecouples interaction between dilution
water flow and furnish flow.This interaction is a
problem with the process in Figure 1C.
Manipulating dilution flow rate at the stock
pump discharge will affect both consistency and
total furnish flow rate. Likewise, stroking the fur-
nish valve will disturb dilution flow, which in
turn will affect consistency.Moreover, the process
design of Figure 1C will not only produce a
flow/consistency interaction, but dilution and
furnish line pressures will interact as well. This
will cause both unstable consistency and unstable
flow controls. In contrast, the pulp storage tank
in Figure 1Aensures a constant head at the pump
suction. It is this static head that decouples the
interactions described above. Consequently,
blending should be done immediately down-
stream from a storage tank at the pump suction,
and not at the pump discharge.
The next step in process design is to ensure

that all instrumentation, piping, and associated
pumps are properly sized and installed. All man-
ufacturers' recommendations for straight pipe
runs upstream and downstream of each instru-
ment must be followed. Many consistency trans-
mitters require adequately sized piping to ensure
that stock velocity does not exceed some maxi-
mum. Valvesshould be sized to nominally oper-
ate at about 60% open. The importance of prop-
er sizing and installation of all equipment cannot
be overemphasized.

ance equations used to determine
the control method can also be

L-"'"_.::.....:.....2....-.oE;)f'--:>I.c:-F_,._c••' used to determine optimum con-
troller gain and how this gain
changes as other variables in the
process change.

:t:.... Optimum integral tuning is
~::"~_~~-:-~:.L-(Elr1inr not determined from steady-state

equations, however, but is strictly
a function of process dynamics
(dead time for the examples in
this article). When tuning para-
meters are computed online from
process variables and dynamics,

this leads to what is called adaptive control.
Methods of analysis presented in part 2 of this
article, to be published in a future In Tech, will
fully develop the basics of adaptive control.
There are many other analogous blending and

mixing processes in industry to which the control
theory in this article applies, and the general sys-
tems approach discussed here is directly applica-
ble to other processes. The same methodology
can also be used to analyze nonblending process-
es to determine appropriate control methods and
tuning. All material in this article, including the
control theory, is practical and has been used and
proven in the pulp and paper industry.

Dilution
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White
water
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Figure 1. Designing a process for good
control

Process design emphasized
Designing a process for good control is very

important. One of the first steps in a project is to
evaluate an existing process design or to complete
a new processdesign.All toOoften this step is over-
looked, making optimum control impossible.

Blending white water and
pulp involves a pulp storage tank,
a stock pump, a dilution pump,
and blend piping. The process
can be designed in numerous
ways, three of which are shown in
Figure 1. Most engineers would
agree that Figure 1A shows a
good process design because the
pump can act as a mixer. In prac-
tice, however, todays highly effi-
cient pumps do not provide good
mixing. Instead, mixing results
from turbulence as pulp flows in
the pipe between the dilution
line and the primary control ele-
ment (consistency transmitter).
Good mixing requires both

sufficient turbulence and ade-
quate mixing time. However, too
much turbulence can produce
noisy and erroneous consistency

Figure 2. Addition of simple feedback

Dilution

•..• sp

Furnish flow

Figure 3. Addition of cascaded flow loop
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A very simple example of how to design a

process for good control has been used. The
important point is to spend adequate time com-
pleting this task before the final process design is
approved. The result will always be a better
process with less variability. This often leads to
improved product quality, lower manufacturing
costs, and increased productivity.

Control design by intuition
The final control design should be done con-

currently with the process design for reasons dis-
cussed above. Process and control engineers must
work together. The intuitive approach to control
design usually draws from engineers' basic train-
ing and industrial experience. All toO often, it
involves pairing a process variable (primary con-
trol element) with a manipulated variable (final
control element) and inserting a proportional-
integral-derivative (PIO). For the process in
Figure lA, for example, the conventional
approach to consistency control is to use simple
feedback, as shown in Figure 2. An estimated
more than 95% of all consistency loops in the
pulp and paper industry use this method.
It is easy to identify potential disturbances in

this loop and to add controls to compensate
accordingly. For example, if the dilution pump
supplies water to several different areas in the
mill, header pressure may vary as total water
demand varies. Consequently, this disturbance
will affect dilution flow rate (Figure 2), which in
turn will upset consistency. Intuitively, attempts
to solve this problem can be made by adding a
cascaded flow loop as shown in Figure 3.
The intent here is to keep dilution flow rate

on set point regardlessof changes in header pres-
sure. Another disturbance to the loop in Figure 2
can be caused by changes in pulp demand. For
example, an increase in furnish flowwill cause an
increase in furnish consistency, requiring the
feedback loop to raise dilution flow. With feed-
back control alone, however, considerable time
may pass before the consistency is back on set
point. Intuitively, this load change can be regu-
lated much faster with feedforward control, as
shown in Figure 4. With this configuration,
assuming proper tuning of the feedforward loop,
a change in furnish flow will cause an immediate
change in dilution flow to compensate and keep
consistency at set point.
Finally, by combining the cascade and feed-

forward controls of Figures 3 and 4, it would
appear that an excellent method (Figure 5) has
been found capable of handling all disturbances.
However, this is not the case. The intuitive
approach has failed. There are many potential

Furnish flow0-

Dilutionproblems with the method in
Figure 5.
First, if the consistency feed-'

back control is properly tuned for Pulp
inventory

a load of 1,000 gallons per
minute (gpm), it will become
unstable at 500 gpm and very
slow to respond at 2,000 gpm.
The reason for this problem will Figure 4. Addition of feedforward control with feedback him
be discussed later. In addition, the
dilution loop may not achieve its
intended control function.
Dilution header pressure vari-

ations cannot be corrected simply
by adding a flowmeter and clos-
ing the loop. This can only make
the problem worse as each new
flow loop in the header becomes
coupled with other flow loops
elsewherein the mill feeding from Figure 5. Combining cascade and feedforward controls
the same pump. The result can be
severecontrol loop interaction.
Finally, the feedforward controls in Figure 5

will not perform properly at any operating con-
ditions other than those for which they were
tuned. For example, changes in internal storage
tank consistency, and even changes in consisten-
cy set point will affect feedforward tuning. In
addition, if a dilution loop is not used (as in
Figure 4), changes in pressure drop across the
dilution valve will impact the tuning. Moreover,
if the valve's installed flow characteristic is non-
linear, then changes in valve position will also
affect feedforward tuning.
The cascaded flow loop in Figure 5 was

added through intuition. This is a clear case of
using unnecessary controls to compensate for
problems in the process design. Large pressure
variations in the dilution header are a result of an
undersized pump. Pumps that service more than
one important control loop should be sized to
operate on or near the flat part of the total head
pump curve. This will eliminate most of the
pressure variation and avoid the control loop
interaction discussed above.
Clearly, the intuitive approach to systems

design has failed. How then should design be
done for good control?

....... ~
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Control design by analysis
The material and energy balance equations for

any process provide insight into how that process
should be controlled. The same equations can
also help with loop tuning. To illustrate the sys-
tems approach to control system design, two
analogous processes are discussed: consistency
(the blending of pulp and water) and tempera-
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(2)

be combined to yield the following:

CF = FD (CD - C,) + C1
FF

If the ratio Fo/FF is substituted with R and the
dilution water consistency (CD) is assumed to be
0.0, the equation simplifies:
CF = -RC, + C1 (4)

Figure 6. Addition of a ratio controller

ture (the blending of a hot and a cold process
Stream).

Consistency
The first step in the analysis is to write the

material balance equations for the consistency
process in Figure lA. These consist of an overall
flow balance and a fiber balance.
F, + Fo = FF (1)

where:
Fp C1 are inventory flow and consistency (before
dilution)
Fo' Co are dilution flow and consistency
Fp CF are furnish flow and consistency (after
dilution)
The next step is to rearrange and combine

these equations in a way that will reveal much
about the process in terms of its control. These
equations should be solved for the controlled
variable (CF)as a function of variables that can be
manipulated and variables that can be measured
or calculated from field instrument data. A good
starting point is to brainstorm a list of these inde-
pendent variables to determine which ones are
desirable in the final equation. The list for this
blend process may include Fo' Fp and C,. Fo and
FFare selected since both can be directly manip-
ulated with a valve and measured with a flowme-
ter. C1 is selected since it can be indirectly deter-
mined using a material balance equation and data
from field instrumentation.
The process of combining and rearranging

equations can be time consuming. There are
many variations of the equations, but only one
most clearly defines the control needs. The
process of finding this equation should nor be
rushed. It can take considerable effort, especially
when the process is complex, with many materi-
al and energy balance equations. However, for
this simple blend process, Equations 1 and 2 can

Dilution

~-----------~

Furnish
flow

sp

(3)

The relationship now equates the processvari-
able that needs to be controlled (dependent vari-
able) to several independent variables. The next
step is to select one independent variable to use as
the manipulated variable in the control loop. The
ratio of dilution flow to furnish flow, R, is the
obvious choice for this blend process. Typically,
Cp the only other independent variable in the
equation, cannot be manipulated.
In summary, the material balance dictates that

the set point of a ratio controller (Figure 6) be
manipulated to properly regulate consistency.
When a system is designed from the process
material and energy balance equations, it is said
to be consistent with the process and usually pro-
vides good control over a wide range of opera-
tion. It is interesting that this method was omit-
ted during the design by intuition. Unfortu-
nately, this has been the case for consistency con-
trol in the pulp and paper industry for many
years.
There are several reasons why Figure 6 rep-

resents a better method of control than the
methods discussed earlier. First, the ratio loop
has an element of feedforward control that does
not require tuning. As the furnish flow changes
by a given amount, the dilution flow will also
change by the same percentage (e.g., doubling
the furnish flow will feed forward to immedi-
ately double the dilution flow). This will keep
furnish consistency constant regardless of
changes in load. All interaction over the entire
range of furnish flow has therefore been elimi-
nated. Note that the feedforward strategy in
Figure 4 requires tuning that only performs
well over a narrow range of operation. This
method was developed by intuition and there-
fore is not consistent with the process material
balance equations.
The controls in Figure 6 also have the advan-

tage of maintaining a constant process gain,
regardlessof changes in process load. The steady-
state process gain is defined as the rate of change
in controlled variable per change in manipulated
variable (Aprocess output/A process input). This
is easily determined by differentiating the mater-
ial balance (Equation 4).
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ClCF =-C
ClR I

The process gain, therefore, is only a function
of the consistency inside the storage tank, and for
many pulp and paper processes, this is virtually
constant. It is important to maintain constant
gains in any control loop. This helps keep tuning
maintenance to a minimum and preserves loop
stability at all process loads (e.g., process gain
does not vary with FF)'
In contrast, all of the control methods

designed by intuition (Figures 2 through 5)
directly manipulate dilution flow (Fo)' In these
cases, Equation 3 is differentiated with respect to
Fo to obtain the process gain.

Here, process gain is inversely proportional
to furnish flow. This means that the controller
gain must be retuned each time a significant
change is made to FF' For example, if the con-
sistency loop is well tuned for a 1,000 gpm load,
the controller gain must be reduced by 50%
when the load is changed to 500 gpm to main-
tain the same level of stability. If this change in
gain is not made, the loop will become unstable.
Likewise, if the load is increased from 1,000 to
2,000 gpm, the controller will become sluggish
and slow to respond. In this case, the gain must
be doubled to maintain the same degree of
stability.
In summary, the control method of Figure 6

is consistent with the process. Designing this sys-
tem from material balance equations compen-
sates for most of the control loop disturbances,
solves the problem of process gain changes with
furnish flow rate, and resolves the problem of
interaction between furnish flow and consistency.

Temperature process similar
It is not obvious that the consistency (mass)

process described above is analogous to a tem-
perature (energy) process. On the surface, con-
sistency and temperature control appear to be
entirely different. However, when it is realized
that both processes fall into the general catego-
ry of blending, the analogy becomes clearer.
One process blends dilution water and pulp
while the other blends hot and cold process
streams.
When the material and energy balance

(Equations 7 and 8, respectively) for the tempera-
ture process (Figure 7) is performed, the analogy
to the consistency process becomes even clearer.

(5)

- --- -.."
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(6)

Notice that the simplifying assumption T c =
0.0 cannot be made as was done with the analo-
gous variable of the mass process (i.e., Co = 0.0).
Finally, if R is again selected as the manipulated
variable for temperature control, the process gain
is obtained by differen.tiating Equation 10. Behind the Byline

where:
FH, T H are hot process stream flow and temper-
ature
Fc' T c are cold process stream flow and temper-
ature
Fw' T ware warm (mixed) process stream flow
and temperature
These equations are directly analogous to

Equations 1 and 2. Temperature in the energy
process is analogous to consistency in the mass
process. These equations can now be rearranged
and combined as was done for the mass process.

Next, substitute R for the ratio Fc/Fw and t.T
for T; -Tc

Here, the process gain is only a function of
t.T and not Fw' Therefore, load changes will not
affect controller tuning, but large changes in t. T
will, just as changes in C1 will, affect tuning of the
consistency loop.
There are many analogous blending processes

in all industries. Although each may have a dif-
ferent process variable, they are all similar from a
control perspective. Regardless of application, the
systems approach r9 control design using mass
and/or energy balance equations should always
be used to confirm intuitive designs. IT

(10)

(11)

Figure 7. Energy process analogy

(8)
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This is part 1 of a two-part series
by this author. Part 2, in which
the basics of adaptive control will
be developed, will be published
in a future edition of In Tech.


